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Two new editions of Current Contents® are being born.

The next two noises we make in your library will be titled: Current Contents—Agricultural, Food & Veterinary Sciences and Current Contents—Engineering & Technology. Their goal is the same as yours. To help make the library a more efficient, meaningful source of information.

These are the sixth and seventh Current Contents® offspring of the Institute for Scientific Information. (The others: Physical Sciences; Life Sciences; Chemical Sciences; Education; Behavioral, Social and Management Sciences.) If they enjoy as much success as the rest of the family has known, we'll be very proud parents, indeed.

These new editions of Current Contents, like the others, will be published weekly. They will each cover over 700 significant journals in their respective fields.

And they will be current. Many contents pages appear in advance of the publication's arrival in your library.

If your library doesn't use Current Contents, let us send you a free copy so you can evaluate its great worth for yourself.

If you are one of the many Librarians who already subscribe to other editions of Current Contents, let us send you free copies of these newest members of the family for your perusal.

After that we promise to be quiet...at least until we announce the arrival of the next edition of Current Contents.

Please send me a free copy of the new Current Contents—Agricultural, Food & Veterinary Sciences and Current Contents—Engineering & Technology.
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